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About This Content
This DLC contains The Greatest Inventions quest.
Your Goal: To re-discover the top 10 most significant inventions of each decade of the 20th century.
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I should drop in to thank the artists behind these epic tunes in case they actually check on the reviews.
I was mentioning the soundtrack having missing tracks, well now it doesn't, all of it is now included, which is nice, since the
soundtrack shaped one of my landmark moments of Armello, namely hearing the best part of Wyld's Call after a match, on the
formerly rather long loading screen reflecting on the match waiting for the coin to load. The coin and the rather slow post game
processing screen may be gone now, but this song and the memory stays with me.. I'm afraid I cannot reccommend this as there
is very little to it, hand position and object grabbing are all wrong, at least with the vive wands.
Also, performance problems. My 1070 was the bottleneck and had immense trouble running it, yielding frame times in excess
of 20ms.
The game itself is okay for such a low price, but nothing great either.. I have no idea what's going on but i manage to finish the
game.
I just know that my entire playthrough, I heard so many missile warning beep.
And it still echo in my head after stop playing the game.
I don't even know that I just finish final mission to end the war.
Who is my allies and who is my enemies again?. Good arcade VR shooter.
To devs: AK's lower fire mode is semi-auto and the middle position is full-auto. This is done so panicking soldier won't
accidentally put the gun in full-auto by pushing the switch all the way down.. 02/19 2014)
*The following doesn't contain any gameplay experience.
I bought Let's Sing a few days ago and I still can't play it due to the following problems.
Voxler Games is aware of these possible glitches so I recommend you to check its forum and news for software update info
before deciding whether you'll buy it.
1. Game will crash
The program doesn't handle some audio interfaces. As a result, it terminates as it's launched, generating a crash report.
In my case, it's not happy with my Sound Blaster X-Fi Surround 5.1 Pro USB.
You can avoid it by disabling/unplugging the hardware that's causing the crash. But hmm, I don't have any other mic input on
my PC.
2. Can't choose the song to play
I decide to unplug my poor SB and use a mic on my webcam. The program runs. The indicator in Option tells me my mic is
working. But once I choose Play and the song list appears, a message will pop up telling me to connect a mic. And that pop up
blocks me from choosing a song.
3. Doesn't display device names that have non-alphabetic characters
Unconvinced but having no choice, I go back to Option and try to choose another mic. The menu shows me a list of mics on my
PC but two of three have unrecognizable name like "{0123adfada, 123123}". So, which one is which?
Let me add that no matter which mic I choose, I can't get to choose my first song.

The bright side to me is that the developers seem to be working on problems their game has.
I hope to be able to sing songs in this game and give it a more accurate, positive review.. this is a good game but i can't find any
players when searching online.. im normally a big fan of penguins but this game brought my addiction to a whole new level. This
game was worth way more then 2$ and i hope other people will agree =). Best game ever ! ! !
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Fun Indie game. NEver miss a BEAT
the best skin in the game, makes me want to be a better rocco. A quick look at this wonderful game:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EtnJYb9vkdY&feature=youtu.be
Can Highly recommend, tastes like juustoleip\u00e4 with lakkahillo!. It's okay I guess, I don't think the asking price of 10,00 is
worth it but everyone has their own values regarding money. Personally the building system can be quite wonky and the overall
graphics aren't much but it's average. I can see potential regarding the game development with its own quirks and unique points
but overall I can't strongly say I reccomend it.. Eh, it's alright. You know what would make way more sense for vive users,
though? Bind the position and rotation of the piece to one of the controllers. It's weird having a piece attached to your face, and
the rotations aren't especially intuitive. Maybe you could add it as an additional mode, anyway.
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